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Marian Ladner is the Managing Partner
of the law firm of Ladner & Associates
PC. She primarily centers her practice
on Regulatory Compliance with import,
export and FCPA requirements.
Among other key areas of support,
Marian helps companies create and
streamline strategic sourcing and
supply-chain operations, with an
emphasis towards minimizing duties
through participation in government
preference programs, such as NAFTA,
FTZs, CBI, GSP, and AGOA. Her
practice also specializes in assisting
multinational companies build, test,
and sustain global import, export and
FCPA compliance programs.
Throughout her career, Marian has
provided legal interpretations and
advice nationwide to leading members
of the trade community, including
multinational importers and exporters,
customs brokers, freight forwarders,
shippers, and to Customs employees,
such as auditors, import specialists,
Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures
Officers; agents; and inspectors.

Key challenges in the trade
compliance focus area in
2013 will center on changes
resulting from the Export
Control Reform Initiative
and ongoing changes to
US sanctions and embargo
programs in response to
geopolitical developments.

Current Issues, Risks and Challenges
in Export Controls
Key challenges in the trade compliance focus area in 2013 will center on
changes resulting from the Export Control Reform Initiative and ongoing
changes to U.S. sanctions and embargo programs in response to geopolitical
developments. The key areas addressed in this article that organizations should
be aware of for the coming year and beyond include:
• Increased compliance responsibility on companies resulting from the
movement of goods and technology from State Department to Commerce
Department export jurisdiction
• Enhanced trade sanctions against Iran and the increased liability of U.S.
companies for the activities of their foreign subsidiaries
• Alignment of export compliance programs with U.S. Government
enforcement priorities

Export Control Reform Initiative
The Obama Administration’s efforts to reform the U.S. export control system
remain the dominant theme in the export trade compliance field. More than
three years after it was announced, the Export Control Reform (ECR) Initiative
continues its slow but steady progress. In 2011, the new License Exception
Strategic Trade Authorization (STA) was introduced. It was designed to
authorize certain exports of items moved from the U.S. Munitions List (USML)
under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) to the Commerce
Control List (CCL) under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). Efforts
during 2012 focused on the continued review of the USML to identify items
that are candidates for transfer from the rather onerous USML to the EAR. The
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) at the Commerce Department, which
is responsible for administration of dual-use exports under the EAR, and the
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) at the State Department, which is
responsible for exports of defense articles under the ITAR, are working in close
cooperation to conduct the review of the USML under the ECR Initiative.
BIS and DDTC have published coordinated proposed rules covering nine of
the USML categories. The proposed rules identify items that the Administration
believes should be transferred from ITAR jurisdiction to EAR jurisdiction.
None of those rules has advanced beyond the proposed stage, but with the
President’s reelection, it is expected that all will now proceed to the final rule
stage, and that export jurisdiction over many items will, in fact, be transferred
from State to Commerce.
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For exporters whose
products are transferred
from State to Commerce
jurisdiction, the change
will mean much more
flexibility in getting those
products from the U.S. to
their customers abroad.
However, the change also
shifts a greater compliance
burden onto the exporter.

For exporters whose products are transferred from State to Commerce
jurisdiction, the change will mean much more flexibility in getting those
products from the U.S. to their customers abroad. However, the change also
shifts a greater compliance burden onto the exporter. Most exports under the
ITAR require a license from DDTC, meaning the government takes responsibility
for vetting transactions and parties to the transactions. In contrast, the EAR
provide a variety of export modalities, including exports with “no license
required,” exports under License Exceptions, and exports under validated
licenses. Exporters of dual-use items under the EAR are able to self-determine
the classification of their products and the appropriate export authorization
required. Companies whose products are transferred from State to Commerce
jurisdiction will need to ensure they have sufficient and properly trained
compliance resources in place to manage the higher degree of export selfdetermination available under the EAR.
Another important compliance issue addressed by the ECR Initiative is the
definition of the term “specially designed.” That term is used extensively
in the EAR, but with the exception of a limited universe of items subject to
control under the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), the term is not
defined by the regulations. In a criminal enforcement case that began in the late
1990s and ran through the late 2000s, the Government put forth a definition
of “specially designed” that was at odds with the general understanding of
the term that industry believed the Government had been using for decades.
The result was a high level of uncertainty over the compliance risk companies
were carrying with respect to the export of “specially designed” items. In
2012, BIS and DDTC published coordinated proposed rules that implement
a definition for the term “specially designed” that would apply not only to
the EAR but also the ITAR. While many companies and industry groups have
submitted comments suggesting modifications to the proposed definition,
the fact that any definition will be available is a step toward greater certainty
on the application of export controls and the concomitant diminution of
compliance risk.
While the Obama Administration has made no official announcement of
expected dates of publication for final rules on the transfer of items from
the USML to the EAR, or for the establishment of the “specially designed”
definition, all indications are that those rules should begin to emerge near the
end of 2012 or early 2013. Additional significant aspects of the ECR Initiative,
including establishment of a single control list, a single export control agency,
and a single export enforcement agency, will require Congressional action.
Prospects for such Congressional action remain uncertain at best.

OFAC Embargo and Sanctions Programs
The Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) at the Treasury Department
is responsible for administering a variety of economic and trade sanctions
programs. Those programs are intended to impose restrictions on trade by U.S.
persons with countries, organizations or individuals that the U.S. Government
has determined pose foreign policy or national security concerns.
During 2012, sanctions against Iran were substantially strengthened by OFAC
pursuant to a mandate under the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Humans
Rights Act of 2012 (ITRSHRA). Significantly, the ITRSHRA provides that liability
will attach to U.S. firms for the actions of their foreign subsidiaries where those
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actions would be subject to sanctions if performed by a U.S. person. As far as
U.S. companies with foreign subsidiaries are concerned, this effectively changes
the definition of “U.S. person” to include foreign subsidiaries for purposes of
enforcement of the Iran sanctions. The U.S. embargo on Cuba is the only other
OFAC sanctions program that uses a similar definition of the term “U.S. person”
such that the actions of foreign subsidiaries are subject to U.S. penalties.
The ITRSHRA also provides that foreign firms and their officers and principals
may be subject to U.S. sanctions for involvement in services, insurance
and reinsurance services, and shipping related to the energy sector in Iran.
Sanctions that were already in place under existing Iran sanctions included:
• A prohibition on receiving Export-Import Bank credits
• A prohibition on receiving licenses under various export control regimes
• A prohibition on receipt of large loans from U.S. financial institutions
• For financial institutions, restrictions on their ability to deal in U.S.
government bonds and to serve as a repository for government funds
• A prohibition on government procurement from the violating entity

It is important to remember
that OFAC currently
maintains nearly total
embargoes on trade with
Cuba, Iran, and Sudan.

• A prohibition on “transactions in foreign exchange that are subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States and in which the sanctioned person has
any interest”
• A prohibition on transfers of credit or payments that involve “any interest
of the sanctioned person” through U.S. financial institutions
• A prohibition on any person from participating in any property transaction
“with respect to which the sanctioned person has any interest”
• Additional sanctions to restrict imports from the sanctioned party,
in accordance with the International Emergency Economic Powers Act
Additional sanctions within the ITRSHRA are:
• A prohibition on U.S. persons investing in or purchasing significant
amounts of equity or debt instruments of a sanctioned person
• A prohibition on visas for entry into the U.S. by corporate officers or principals
of, or shareholders with a controlling interest in, a sanctioned entity
• Imposition of available sanctions on the principal executive officers of any
sanctioned person, or on persons performing similar functions and with
similar authority
Another significant development in 2012, was OFAC’s relaxation of sanctions
against Burma/Myanmar. While the Burmese Sanctions Regulations remain
in place, OFAC issued general licenses that permit U.S. persons to engage in
most export and import transactions with Burma/Myanmar. Restrictions remain
in place on transactions involving jadeite or rubies mined in Burma/Myanmar,
as well as on transactions with persons whose property has been blocked by
OFAC. Such persons are identified on the Specially Designated Nationals List
maintained by OFAC.
It is important to remember that OFAC currently maintains nearly total
embargoes on trade with Cuba, Iran, and Sudan. Changes have been made
to the Cuban embargo in recent years, including implementation of licensing
policy changes in 2011 intended to promote people-to-people contact, to
support civil society, and to help the free flow of information in Cuba. Those
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policy changes allowed for increased licensing of travel for educational,
cultural, religious, and journalistic purposes. They also permitted expanded
licensing of remittances by U.S. persons to individuals in Cuba. Despite these
modest steps to relax the U.S. embargo on Cuba, that embargo remains
comprehensive with only very limited opportunities for the licensing of trade
in agricultural products and medicine.

OFAC maintains less
comprehensive, targeted
sanctions on Belarus,
Burma, Democratic
Republic of the Congo,
Iraq, Ivory Coast (Cote
d’Ivoire), Lebanon,
Libya, North Korea,
Somalia, Syria, Yemen
and Zimbabwe.

OFAC maintains less comprehensive, targeted sanctions on Belarus, Burma,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire), Lebanon,
Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria, Yemen and Zimbabwe. Sanctions are also
stabilization efforts in the Balkans, narcotics trafficking, terrorism, undermining
Lebanese sovereignty or democratic processes or institutions in Lebanon,
the former Liberian regime of Charles Taylor, proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, trade in rough diamonds, and transnational criminal organizations.

Export Enforcement Priorities
For several years the Office of Export Enforcement (OEE) at the Commerce
Department has focused on three primary areas of concern with respect
to export compliance violations:
1. Weapons of mass destruction
2. Terrorism
3.	Unauthorized military use
Exporters should use these priorities to assist them in focusing their internal
compliance resources on areas presenting higher levels of risk of export control
violations. While the Government does not expect every commercial company
to become expert in chemical/biological/nuclear weapons, terrorism, or foreign
military activities, companies must understand if and how their products might
be used in any of those activities. Appropriate screening and due diligence
procedures need to be in place to review proposed transactions and business
partners, to ensure there are no apparent risks of diversion of products to such
prohibited activities or parties. While there is no guarantee that products will
escape diversion to proscribed activities, despite appropriate screening and
due diligence efforts performed by the seller/exporter, the implementation and
use of thorough due diligence over the transaction will help reduce risk and provide
important mitigation of any potential penalties should such a diversion occur.

Vigilance in a Changing Regulatory Environment
One constant in the export compliance field for many years, but certainly
over the past several years, is change. The focus of U.S. export controls 25
years ago was the Soviet Bloc and China. The result was a relatively static
regulatory framework of licensing and enforcement priorities. Over the past
15 to 18 years the focus for controls has changed from one that is countrybased to one that is more concerned with individual bad actors. A focus on
non-state bad actors coupled with a dual-use export control system demands
a high degree of self-regulation by exporters. The resulting challenge for U.S.
exporters is maintaining knowledge of the rapidly changing collection of export
controls, while at the same time building enough flexibility into their compliance
programs and processes to ensure maximum reaction time for vetting business
opportunities that allow you to remain competitive in the global marketplace.
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The LRN Ethics & Compliance Alliance (ECA) is an online community of thought
leaders and practitioners that provides unique resources and support to enhance
enterprise-wide knowledge, mitigate risk, support collaboration with experts
and peers, and implement program components. Encompassing practical and
leading-edge resources, tools and content across 15 key ethics and compliance
risk areas, the ECA is an invaluable partner resource for ethics and compliance
program design, implementation and management strategies and provides
important insights and tools to effectively mitigate and manage risk. Among
other valuable subscriber benefits, the ECA provides a unique opportunity to
interact and collaborate with leading subject-matter experts across all the major
ethics and compliance risk areas and provides an extensive library of handson resources and tools to include model policies and program materials, risk
assessment procedures, legal research, analyses of recent legal developments,
and educational materials such as the ECA Risk Forecast Report.
The ECA Risk Forecast Report is an annual publication of the most significant
risks facing organizations today, as reported upon and analyzed by 11 leading
ethics and compliance experts. These individuals—leading specialists whose
articles are featured in the body of the Report—provide insight into the regulatory
and compliance challenges we face in 2013 and the developments that are
likely to result.
NOTE: The specific focus area and expert perspective covered in this resource
is an excerpt from our full ECA Risk Forecast Report and is representative
of other major focus and risk areas covered and presented.
The full, 72-page Report is available on the LRN Ethics & Compliance
Alliance member site. If you are an ECA subscriber, please log onto
the ECA web site to download the complete version. If you are not
currently an ECA partner subscriber and would like to receive a copy
of the full Report and learn more about our LRN ECA Solution, please
email us at ContactUs@lrn.com.

The views and opinions expressed in the ECA Risk Forecast Report: (a) are for informational purposes only
and are intended to represent only educated forecasts, not predictions of future events; and (b) are not
presented for the purpose of providing legal advice. You should contact your legal counsel to obtain advice
with respect to any particular legal or regulatory issue. In the case of opinions in this Report presented by
a named author, those opinions are held by the individual author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions
of that author’s employer or firm.

About LRN: Inspiring Principled Performance
Since 1994, LRN has helped over 20 million people at more than 700 companies
worldwide simultaneously navigate complex legal and regulatory environments
and foster ethical cultures. LRN’s combination of practical tools, education,
and strategic advice helps companies translate their values into concrete
corporate practices and leadership behaviors that create sustainable
competitive advantage. In partnership with LRN, companies need not choose
between living principles and maximizing profits, or between enhancing
reputation and growing revenue: all are a product of principled performance.
LRN works with organizations in more than 100 countries and has offices
in Los Angeles, New York, London, and Mumbai.
For more information, visit www.LRN.com, join our community on Facebook
at facebook.com/howistheanswer, or call: 800 529 6366 or 646 862 2040.
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